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Abstract

Women Entrepreneurs in India or taken from a broader perspective play a vital role in the economic society. These areas unit the entire community people that possess the talents, initiative to do something, which is required to develop sensible new innovative ideas for development, to create the proper selections to maintain a profitable structure. The achievement reward is usually for the risks taken for the potential development economic suitability for the overall business personality who may earn significantly in the economic sector. Technically the meaning of a "women entrepreneur" is a woman who maintains runs and manages any enterprise all by herself, with a huge esteem risk. Women driven entrepreneurship is now growing and gain significant importance within the frame of economic and globalization across the world. Rules, policy and institutional frameworks helps in improving the person’s entrepreneurial driven skill set, building an infrastructure for education and coaching has apparently widened the economic empowerment of many such women in our society. These studies show many women entrepreneurs contributes just one third of overall economic structural enterprises in business where we can observe much scope and room for development of women entrepreneurs in the business sectors. The present paper aims to study and analyze women entrepreneurs who do not want to be a part of formal sector.